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CONTEXT 
 
Politics and Major Developments 
During the reporting period, CPN-Maoist continued to demand 
declaration of Nepal as Republic and filed a Bill in Parliament 
for this purpose. The Prime Minister (PM) however remained 
adamant that this could only be done once due process as 
stipulated in the interim constitution (through Constituent 
Assembly) elections is followed. However CPN-Maoist 
continued with their Republican campaign and reportedly 
collected 1.5 million signatures of individuals who support 
Nepal being declared a Republic. On 13 May CPN-Maoist 
handed over a petition with the signatures to the speaker of 
Interim Parliament.  Similarly CPN-Maoist through its various 
affiliate groups like All Nepal National Free Student Union–
Revolutionary (ANNFSU-R) and the Young Communist League 
(YCL) continued vandalising statutes and other symbols of 
monarchy across the country.  
 
A number of clashes between CPN-Maoists’ YCL and cadres of 
other political parties as well as government law enforcement 
officers continued to be reported across the country.  On 27 
May, in the Western Region’s Parbat District, a district-level 
political orientation programme of the Rashtriya Prajatantra 
Party – Rana (RPP-R) was disrupted in Kusma by suspected 
YCL members. The YCL cadres reportedly entered the meeting 
hall, seized all documents and started beating the participants 
indiscriminately. A number of the meeting participants 
reportedly sustained minor injuries. The previous day, the 
Rashtriya Prajatantra Party-Nepal (RPP-N), a splinter group of 
the RPP-R indefinitely postponed a party gathering initially 
scheduled for 26 May in Pokhara after failing to get security 
assurances from the District Administration Office (DAO).  
Although all other political parties committed not to interfere 
with RPP-N activities, the CPN-Maoist maintained that their 
party policy remains not to allow “regressive forces” to freely 
re-organize themselves. On 27 May, violence erupted in 
Simikot, the district headquarters of Humla District in the 
Mid-Western Region, following confrontation between CPN-
Maoist cadres and Nepal Congress- Democratic (NC-D) cadres 
over reported arrest by police of a CPN-Maoist cadre on 
suspicion of his involvement in the disappearance of an NC-D 
member in March. The arrest sparked a wave of protests by the 
CPN-Maoist, which termed the arrest as illegal and politically 
motivated, leading to confrontation and injuries to cadres on 
both sides. This led to further tensions, prompting the District 
Administration office to impose night time curfew for two days 
from 27-29 May. The CPN-Maoist cadres in Humla District are 
reported to have consequently warned NC-D members not to 
carry out any political activities at the Village level. 

 
During the reporting period, the Government of Nepal reported 
that approximately 2.58 million citizenship certificates had 
been distributed when the exercise ended in May. On 31 May, 
the leaders of the eight political parties decided to hold the 
Constituent Assembly (CA) elections by the third week of 
November.  The parties also further agreed that the Prime 
Minister would fix the exact date of the elections in 
consultation with the Election Commission; that the Election 
Constituency Delineation Commission (ECDC) would be 
requested to review its report in view of growing demands by 
Madhesi parliamentarians; and that all laws necessary for the 
elections would be adopted.  On 30 May, the Election 
Commission had called on the Government to adopt all 
election-related Bills by mid-June to enable the conduct of CA 
elections by November.   
 
On 31 May, Interim Parliament resumed proceedings after the 
protesting CPN-Maoist, Madhesi and other parliamentarians 
agreed to have resumption of Parliamentary business. 
Parliamentary proceedings had been disrupted since 18 April 
by Madhesi and CPN-Maoist members of Interim Parliament 
who were demanding among other things; issues affecting 
Madhesi to be addressed, announcement of date for CA 
elections, declaration of Nepal as a republican state and better 
management of the Cantonment sites. 
 
On 1 June, the ministerial talk’s team that was formed on 8 
April to address concerns of the marginalized groups convened 
its first formal meeting with Madhesi Peoples Rights Forum 
(MPRF). During the talks, the government reportedly promised 
to address 20 of the 26 demands that had been made by the 
MPRF it deemed reasonable, including declaration of Madhesis 
killed during past agitation as martyrs, compensation to the 
affected families, free treatment to the Madhesis who were 
injured during their struggle and release of the Madhesis who 
have been arrested during protest programmes.  Further talks 
between MPRF and the ministerial team will be convened at a 
later date. Similarly talks with other minority groups like 
Janajatis and National Federation of Indigenous Nationalities 
(NEFIN) continued.   
 
The second phase of registration and verification of CPN-
Maoist combatants is set to begin soon at Division 1 
Cantonment site in Ilam District, Eastern Nepal. This follows a 
decision to do so by the Joint Monitoring and Coordination 
Committee (JMCC), which comprises representatives from 
CPN-Maoist, Nepal Army and United Nations Mission in Nepal 
(UNMIN). A team of about 80 UN staff from UNMIN, UNDP 
and UNICEF are expected to be involved in the verification of 

Highlights: 
 

• CPN-Maoist continues to pressurize the government to declare Nepal a Republic 
• Eight political parties agree to hold Constituent Assembly polls in November 

• The second phase of registration of CPN-Maoist combatants set to begin 

• CPN-Maoist affiliated groups vandalize symbols of Monarchy across the country 

• Bandhs  called by different groups continue to paralyse life across the country 

• Seizure of land by TJMM and other groups linked to CPN-Maoist continues 

• Positive winter wheat yield reported in many districts, but shortfall remains in Mid and Far West regions  
• Snow Avalanche leaves 16 people dead in Dolpa District 

• Natural Disaster Contingency planning workshop successfully completed 
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the CPN-Maoist Combatants, which shall simultaneously go on 
in the 7 main and 21 Cantonment sites across the country. 
According to the Tripartite Agreement on Management of 
Arms and Armies, the combatants identified as minors or post 
26 May 2006 recruits through the verification process will be 
discharged from the CPN-Maoist army once a re-integration 
package is ready.  
 
Conflict and Security 
During the first weeks of May, most parts of Mid and Far 
Western Regions remained tense following clashes between 
Armed Police Forces (APF) and Young Communist League 
(YCL). On 1 May, District Administration Office (DAO) 
imposed curfew in Sanoshree VDC to avoid escalation of 
confrontation between YCL and freed bonded Labourers 
(Kamaiyas) on the one hand and APF on the other following 
YCL’s obstruction of APF from occupying a go down of Cotton 
Development Committee, a public utility that the Kamaiyas 
and CPN-Maoist had reportedly been occupying and refused to 
vacate despite past request.  On 4 and 5 May, following this 
clash, Tharuwan Mukti Morcha (TMM), a CPN-Maoist sister 
organization called a Tharuwan Bandh to protest against the 
DAO in Banke, Bardiya, Dang, Kailali and Kanchanpur 
districts. During this Bandh, which affected normal life in most 
parts of Mid and Far Western Nepal, the CPN-Maoist accused 
the government of displacing freed Kamaiyas who were staying 
in Cotton Development Committee land. On 5 May Nepal 
Electricity Authority (NEA) office and vehicle in Banke District 
were set on fire by suspected YCL protestors. On 6 May further 
clashes between the police and YCL in Nepalgunj, Banke 
District reportedly led to further injuries to civilians and police. 
On 9 May, the DAO of Banke District issued a prohibitory 
order barring protest rallies and sit-in programmes in certain 
areas of Nepalgunj municipality. During the same period, 
further clashes between YCL and the police in Dang District 
after YCL reportedly set ablaze the District Land Reform Office 
in Dang left over 50 people injured. On 8 May, TMM and YCL 
cadres severely beat up an Administrative Officer at the DAO in 
Kailali District. During the reporting period, YCL is also 
reported to have padlocked government offices in Far Western 
regions’ Kailali District, Mid Western’s Dang District, Western 
Region’s Kaski District, Central Region’s Ramechhap District 
and Udaypur District in Eastern Region. YCL was also reported 
to have attacked a police post in Rasuwa District, Central 
Region. On 15 May, YCL activists also reportedly vandalised 
DAO offices in Far Western Region’s Kanchanpur District.  
 
During the reporting period, several abductions and demands 
for ransom, notably by both factions of TJMM continued to be 
observed.  On 23 May, the TJMM (Goit) reportedly shot dead 
two persons in Eastern Region’s Saptari District and Central 
Region’s Rautahat District and abducted two people in Siraha 
District on claims of spying for the CPN-Maoist. Similarly, on 
27 May the TJMM (Jwala Singh) reportedly abducted 3 people 
in Rautahat and killed one person in Siraha District on claims 
of espionage. On 25 May, TJMM (Jwala Singh) reportedly 
demanded 1.1 million NPR as ransom for the release of a 
resident of Siraha District whom the groups’ cadres had 
abducted the same day.  On 30 May, cadres of TJMM (Goit) 
reportedly abducted a local teacher from Prasabani VDC of 
Saptari District. 
 
The reporting period also saw marked increase in reports of 
captured land by TJMM, especially in Eastern and Central 
Terai districts as well as CPN-Maoist in Mid and Far Western 
Regions.  On 10 May, (TJMM-Jwala Singh) is reported to have 
captured 32 hectares of land and a house at Yagyabhumi-4 
VDC in Dhanusha District.  On 28 May, the same group 
reportedly captured 30 hectares of farm land and a house of a 
resident from Bishapur VDC-5 of Siraha District. On 29 May, 
Cadres of TJMM (Jwala Singh) are also reported to have 

captured 23 hectares of farmland belonging to 6 residents of 
Saptari District. On the same day, cadres of JTMM (Jwala 
Singh) reportedly captured 41 hectares of land belonging to two 
schools at Sorabhag VDC-7 in Morang District. Similarly, on 30 
May, TJMM (Goit) reportedly seized 5 acres of land from a 
resident of Siswa VDC, Morang District. 
 
The CPN-Maoist and its sister organizations also stepped up 
their land seizure activities during the reporting period. On 9 
May, the District committee of the CPN-Maoist declared in a 
public meeting in Martadi of Bajura District that they will not 
be returning the lands and properties which they took by force 
in the past from general public and also warned members of the 
public not to pay back their debts to the Banks. On 11 May, 
CPN-Maoist captured 4.66 hectares of land belonging to Urban 
Development Committee, situated in Mahendranagar 
municipality. On 11 May, the Minister for Home Affairs met 
with CPN-Maoist Chairman and sought his commitment to 
return confiscated properties, including land and to stop the 
excesses of YCL. However, it seems that the CPN-Maoist did 
not make any commitments to this request because land 
seizures at the behest of CPN-Maoist reportedly continued 
across the country.  On 13 May, the DAO of Bardiya District 
issued public notice warning to take legal action against 
anybody who captured private land and property contrary to 
the country’s Constitution. However, this notice did not deter 
the seizure of land by CPN-Maoist and other groups. On 13 
May, All Nepal Peasants' Association (Revolutionary) captured 
18.66 hectares of land belonging to Regional Agriculture 
Training Centre, located at Sundarpur in Kanchanpur District. 
On 21 May, following a meeting between local administration 
officials, Human Rights organizations and representatives of 
the 8 political parties, CPN-Maoist agreed to and did return 
some captured land to land owners in Dang and Banke districts 
of Western Region.  On May 30 CPN-Maoist cadres led by a 
CPN-Maoist Parliamentarian seized over 37 hectares of land in 
Dhadhabar VDC in Bardiya District. The seized land reportedly 
belonged to a retired doctor of Nepal Army and seven other 
residents.  
 
Bandhs (strikes) and blockades called by different groups for a 
variety of reasons continued to be observed in various parts of 
the country. On 9 May, normal life in Bara, Parsa and Rautahat 
districts in Central Region was affected due to a two day strike 
called by Madhesi Cobra. All schools in the country were 
affected for 10 days since 17 May following an indefinite 
education strike called by All Nepal National Independent 
Students Union-Revolutionary (ANNISU-R) and All Nepal 
Teachers Association (ANTA). The protestors were demanding 
among other things job security and reasonable payment to 
teachers of Private schools.  A counter–strike by Private 
Boarding School Association Nepal (PABSON) against ANTA 
strike only worsened the situation. On 21 May, CPN-Maoist 
affiliate (ANNFSU-R) reportedly padlocked the Dadeldhura 
District Education Office for an indefinite period demanding 
free education up to secondary level, a scientific education 
system and reduced fees in private schools. On 27 May, 
Transport workers reportedly obstructed traffic along the East- 
West Highway in Sunsari and Morang districts on claims that 
the police did not take decisive action against the perpetrators 
of violence against transport workers in Gachhhiya, Morang 
district on 24 May. A bandh called by Nepal Federation of 
Indigenous Nationalities (NEFIN) on 1 June was generally 
observed across the country, with limited transport, business 
and educational facilities in operation.  
 
Operational Space 
During the reporting period, there was a notable increase in 
interference on the way development and humanitarian 
workers operate in Mid and Far Western regions by the CPN-
Maoist and its affiliates, particularly the YCL. In Dang District, 
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an INGO was reportedly asked under threats to report to the 
“people’s court”. Similarly, NGOs reported a general reluctance 
to operate in the southern parts of Jumla District due to CPN-
Maoist threat. In Central region’s Ramechhap District, YCL 
reportedly made indirect threats while seeking information 
from development programme workers. On 25 May, suspected 
YCL activists reportedly stoned a UN vehicle carrying the US 
Ambassador to Nepal in Eastern Region’s Jhapa District. 
 
On 9 May, TJMM (Jwala Singh) reportedly renewed a press 
statement issued on 18 April warning all government officers, 
I/NGO staff and other officers of hill origin to leave the Terai 
districts within 21 days. This was the first overt threat to 
I/NGO workers of hill origin since the Madhesi movement 
started early this year.  A Nepali NGO worker was abducted 
and subsequently released by the TJMM (Jwala Singh) in 
Siraha District. 
 
Reach of the State 
Despite being in the interim government, reports of disruption 
of state services by CPN-Maoist continued to be received 
during the reporting period. On 2 May, YCL activists who were 
protesting the deployment of security forces along the border 
reportedly clashed with the police in Bardia District, seriously 
injuring half a dozen people including policemen. Similarly, on 
26 May ten policemen that had been deployed to man a police 
post in Baitadi District were forcibly relocated due to pressure 
from CPN-Maoist Cadres. Similarly, on 29 May, cadres of 
TJMM (Jwala Singh) reportedly detonated an IED at a police 
post in Pakari VDC of Saptari District. Despite these pressures, 
the police have reportedly been proactive during the reporting 
period. In Kathmandu, Police arrested 7 YCL cadres trying to 
break in to a house whereas 3 persons were arrested for 
carrying home made pistols and another 4 persons on charges 
of abductions. A jeep, which did not have a government issued 
registration number but was used by CPN-Maoist was 
impounded in Kathmandu and returned to the owner. Reports 
of arrest of both CPN-Maoist activists as well as TJMM 
elements who were suspected to be involved in criminal 
activities continued to be reported across the country.  
 
During the reporting period, extortion and abductions by CPN-
Maoist continued. In Eastern Region’s Khotang District, CPN-
Maoist reportedly asked all VDC secretaries to give 10 % of 
their total budget as donation to the party. Reports of CPN-
Maoist cadres forcefully occupying government building in Mid 
Western Region’s Surkhet and Bardia districts continued. 
Reports also indicate that abductions by suspected CPN-Maoist 
Cadres in Gulmi District in Western Region continued 
unabated during the reporting period. On 27 May, YCL 
activists reportedly created tension in Eastern Region’s Ilam 
District at Pashupatinagar custom point along Nepal-India 
border after the YCL cadres chanted anti- India slogans and 
turned back some fifty Indian-registered vehicles that were 
parked on the Nepal side of the border towards India on claims 
that the said vehicles had not paid customs duty.  
 
 
NATURAL DISASTER 
 
During the reporting period, 8 sectoral workshops to support 
the Government of Nepal in preparing a national Strategy for 
Disaster Risk Management based on the Hyogo Framework for 
Action (HFA) were completed. The Workshops, which were 
organized by the Ministry of Home Affairs (MOHA), lead line 
ministries of the respective sectors and UNDP (With financial 
support from DG ECHO) were aimed at elaborating the HFA, 
review existing disaster risk management related capacities, 
policies and programmes in the respective sectors; and come 
up with recommendations to be incorporated into the draft 
sector specific strategies from the perspective of disaster risk 

management. 
 
On 26 May, 16 people were reportedly buried and died while 
several others were injured or remained missing following a 
snow avalanche in Tyang-Tyang Mountain, Dolpa District of 
Mid Western Nepal.  The 16 were among many who had gone to 
the mountains to harvest Yarchagumba, a herb with varied 
medicinal value that is widely found in the higher altitude of 
the Himalayan Region. The Search and Rescue teams of Nepal 
Army (NA) faced numerous challenges due to bad weather and 
continuous snow fall and managed to reach the incident site 
only two days after the incident. 
 
On 31 May, as part of establishing standby procedures for 
emergencies and natural disasters, with the facilitation of 
OCHA, the United Nations signed an agreement with the 
Government of Nepal which ensures expedited customs 
procedures, both for personnel and relief equipment in times of 
disaster for UN and its humanitarian partners. 
 
Drought 
In its latest food security bulletin, the World Food Programme 
(WFP) reported that the overall winter wheat production in the 
country increased by 8.6%. However, due to late rainfall, heavy 
snowfall, hailstorms and disease infestation, the crop situation 
remained less positive in several Hill and Mountain districts of 
Mid and Far Western Regions. WFP reported very low wheat 
production in certain VDCs of Dailekh, Jarjakot, Rukum, 
Kalikot, Dolpa Mugu and Humla districts of the Mid Western 
Region as well as Baitadi, Achham and Bajura districts in the 
Far Western Region. According to the current WFP estimates, 
about 40,500 people in the Mid and Far Western Nepal are 
currently facing acute food crisis whereas another 172,000 are 
at risk of food insecurity. In response to the precarious food 
security situation in the above mentioned areas, WFP extended 
its current emergency operation until the next harvesting 
period in November. 
 
Refugees and Statelessness 
On 27 May, a Bhutanese refugee was killed and at least two 
dozen others injured when a group of refugees at Beldangi 
camp in Jhapa District clashed with the police. According to 
UNHCR, the UN Refugee Agency managing the camps, initial 
violence broke out between groups of refugees in favour of and 
those against third country settlement. To curb the escalating 
violence and maintain law and order, the police intervened. 
Following this incident the District Administration Office 
imposed a curfew in the affected Bhutanese refugee camps in 
Jhapa and Morang districts, Eastern Nepal.  Defying the 
curfew, the refugees continued to protest, prompting the police 
to break the demonstrations which led to clashes and reported 
death of one refugee. 
 
Meanwhile on 28 May, a number of Bhutanese refugees were 
reportedly injured when an estimated 1500 Bhutanese refugees 
tried to march through India to Bhutan to advance the 
repatriation campaign. The refugees were reportedly stopped at 
Mechi Bridge, a border point between India and Nepal by 
Indian law enforcement officers and a clash ensued, reportedly 
resulting in one fatal injury to a refugee who was in the “March 
to Bhutan team”. Calm has since been restored to the affected 7 
refugee camps. 
 
During the reporting period, UNHCR started conducting a 
comprehensive study on statelessness in Nepal. The study 
includes evaluating the new citizenship laws, assessing the 
recently concluded citizenship certificate distribution exercise 
and the impact of the citizenship distribution on the concerned 
population. The study which is expected to be completed by 
September 2007 will also comprise a number of conclusions 
and recommendations which will constitute the basis for 
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UNHCR's future strategy on statelessness issues in Nepal. In 
May, UNHCR conducted two field assessment missions to 
Western Terai districts of Dang, Banke, Bardiya and Kailali as 
well as the Eastern hill districts of Ilam and Panchthar.  
 
Population Movement 
During the reporting period, UNHCR jointly with OCHA, NRC 
and OHCHR organised IDP workshops in Solokhumbu, 
Sankwasabha, Taplejung and Pancthar districts. The 
Workshops were attended by political parties including CPN-
Maoist, Police representatives, DAO office representatives, the 
internally displaced Persons (IDPs) and civil society 
representatives. Sessions focused on, among other topics, the 
IDP Guiding Principles and the draft national IDP policy. The 
Workshops are aimed at providing the participants with a 
better understanding of international norms guiding the return 
of internally displaced persons and possibly establishing 
district level IDP working groups.  
 
On 23 May, with the support from CARITAS, BEE Group, 
ENHURDEC and PIN Nepal facilitated return of 128 IDPs 
living at the Rajena camp in Banke District, Mid Western 
Region. Among the IDPs, 8 were reportedly from Achham, 11 
from Dailekh, 29 from Surkhet and 80 from Jajarkot District. 
Separately on 25 May, with the support of CARITAS, a local 
NGO Social Environment Development Organization 
facilitated return of 210 people (from 28 IDP families) who 
have been living at the Dailekh District head quarters for the 
last 3 years. At a formal program before the return of the IDPs, 
leaders of the 8 political parties stated that they will assist the 
returnees through the District Development Committee (DDC).  
On a separate development, 80 families of about 400 persons 
from Garagaun area in BaJhkada VDC of Salyan District 
reportedly left their village due to threat of Monsoon induced 
landslides. The villagers are currently staying on temporary 
basis in the neighbouring Dadagaun VDC, which is considered 
relatively safe. 
 
During the reporting period, Norwegian Refugee Council 
(NRC) supported 1200 conflict victims and IDPs through 
protection outreach meetings and provided individual 
information, counseling and legal assistance to  427 IDPs, 
including 109 who received important civil documents with 
NRC’s assistance. According to NRC, Property issues, including 
women's rights, remain the main issue on which legal advice 
and support is most frequently requested. In the course of 
providing its services, NRC has noted that contrary to the 
provisions of the National Policy on Internally Displaced 
Persons (2063), many IDPs are being denied access to basic 
civil documents by Government authorities, who insist that the 
affected IDPs must return to their areas of origin for this 
service. NRC is reportedly making representations to the 
Government of Nepal in the hope of resolving this issue.  
 

Health and Nutrition 
On 21 May, the Emergency Health and Nutrition Working 
Group met to discuss rapid health assessment forms, nutrition 
sector coordination and a Karnali region field assessment 
among other issues. During the meeting, the Disaster Focal 
Point from the Epidemiology and Disease Control Division 
introduced new post-disaster assessment formats which have 
been designed in collaboration with WHO. Both initiatives are 
meant to strengthen public health crisis monitoring throughout 
the country and will be reviewed and field tested before 
implementation. 
 
During the reporting period, information received from 
Accham District indicate that economic immigrants to Indian 
and other countries are increasingly returning home with 
HIV/AIDS related complications. Three (3) Local NGOs 
working on HIV/AIDS related issues in the district Gangotri 
Rural Development Forum (GRDF), Social Volunteers against 
AIDS (SOVAA) and Himalayan Association against STD and 
AIDS (HAASA) informed OCHA that in 2005 and 2006, nearly 
20% of the 500 people who came for HIV Voluntary 
Counselling and testing (VCT) centre run by HAASA were 
found to be either HIV positive or had Sexually Transmitted 
Infections (STI). Similarly, a large number of orphans and 
widows infected or affected by HIV are being supported by the 
NGOs in the district. Despite these figures, the district did not 
have any health post or hospital with antiretroviral (ARV) 
treatment facilities. The 3 NGOs rough estimates suggests that 
nearly 500 people have died during the last three years due to 
HIV/AIDS related complications, but their deaths are yet to be 
officially recorded as many of the HIV medical reports were 
destroyed by surviving family members. 
 
 
COORDINATION 
 
On 4 and 5 June, with the facilitation of OCHA, the Inter 
Agency Standing Committee (IASC) conducted a natural 
disaster contingency planning workshop in Kathmandu.  The 
two day exercise was held with the objective of reviewing in-
country response capacity, actual preparedness levels of key 
actors/clusters as well as coming up with interim arrangements 
and action plans for effective natural disaster response. The 
workshop also endorsed a proposal to use the cluster approach 
as the basis for a major natural disaster response.  
 
The final field draft of the Mid- Year Review of the Common 
Appeal for Transition Support for 2007 for Nepal has been 
completed. At the time of the review, six new projects on 
emergency preparedness and response were added, increasing 
the total appealed amount to US$ 86.5 million. Currently, the 
Nepal appeal is funded at 32%. A global launch for all the mid-
year review documents will be will be done by OCHA HQ in 
Geneva in mid-July 2007. 

 

   

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

For further information please contact: 
Vincent Omuga, Humanitarian affairs Officer on 9851072870 
Paul Handley, Humanitarian affairs Officer on 9851087520. 

 


